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Abstract
As WI-FI became commercially available and accepted by consumers into their homes
and businesses the concept of Internet access was quickly associated to this technology.
The mentioned occurred due to how the technology was primordially advertised, as a
convenient accessory that enables users to have a cable free experience when dealing
with their home network (primary created to distribute Internet access). This perception
about the technology drives unwary and low tech individuals to believe that all open WIFI networks correspond to Internet access and so they do not hesitate in order to connect
to these networks. The actions of these individuals in most cases could result in
disappointment because they end up not getting Internet access and in other cases some
networks could be deployed in order to take advantage of the individuals by making them
subjects to attacks or some kind of harm. In order to understand the actions of these
individuals this project presents a methodology which aims to capture the thoughts and
perception of these individuals when facing open WI-FI networks. The methodology
involved the creation of an open WI-FI network scenario with which the individuals
interacted, and through this interaction information regarding their behavior was obtained
by using a survey questionnaire. From analyzing the gathered information it was
discovered that individuals are conscious about WI-FI technology in a vague manner,
they really do not care about the details as long as it works for them, they assume security
responsibility which tends to be clouded by too much trust.
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1. Introduction
WI-FI networks popularity and almost ubiquitous presence have driven users all around
to feel very comfortable with this technology. Also another fact is that individuals have
the tendency to relate the concept of WI-FI to Internet due to the penetration it has had in
homes and public places as a means to provide access to the Internet. The latter said is
not correct hence WI-FI was developed as an extension of wired networks and not only to
provide access to the Internet [1]. This misconception most times is just seen by
individuals as a failed attempt to access the precious Internet, but also in some cases can
present harm and a little bit of trouble for these unwary individuals. Who knows what can
be stored for an individual when he or she decides to join a totally strange and open WIFI network just following the idea of getting Internet access. It is important to take into
consideration that once a network has been joined you become part of the environment on
which the network is built and you can picture the consequences if it is a bad and
compromised one.

Currently there is a vast list of public WI-FI providers whose networks can be found at
public places, such as, airports, hotels, and shopping malls, the majority of them in order
to provide access to the Internet require sign up and login operations and can even require
purchasing airtime for the access [2]. Besides, Telecom Services Providers also tend to
provide WI-FI access to the Internet at some locations.

Taking into consideration that the individuals are surrounded by these providers how
could we know if they are taking the necessary safeguards in order to feel confident that
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the WI-FI network they are joining is in fact what they are looking for, an access to the
Internet. Observing and understanding the behavior of these individuals on the mentioned
situations is what this project will address.
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2. Achieving the assessment on individuals behavior
2.1 Why an assessment on behavior?
WI-FI networks are now days ubiquitous in places where individuals tend to do some
waiting or are able to be still for a while, like parks, airports, shopping centers, etc., also
mobile technology has made it possible to suit a vast number of devices with WI-FI
capability, so because of this individuals have become accustomed to take the
opportunity and search for a good signal through which they can get internet access.
Taking into consideration that this is the situation one as a connoisseur of technology can
just only imagine the threats and dangers to which the unwary individual is subject to [3].
After the individual access an open network he could be subject to having scans on his
device, he could be a victim of spoofing on which his actions are captured for later
analysis, he can become a potential prey of identity theft in the case that the WI-FI
provider requires submission of information in order to grant access to the network.

Because of the careless behavior that most individuals show when dealing with open
and strange WI-FI networks I want to run an open WI-FI network scenario and assess the
drivers and motives which encourage them to join such networks.

2.2 Proposed project assessment process
The project proposes the creation of a WI-FI hotspot which will emulate an environment
on which users will be asked to provide some information in order to get access to the
internet. This will be done by setting up a mobile configuration which can be taken to
different public places in order to receive the individuals access requests. The mobile
3

configuration will comprise of a WI-FI router, a laptop computer, a web server, and the
web interface that will manage the individuals access requests.

Following the construction of the mobile configuration it will be possible to transport it
to a number of places where internet access requests can be received. The individuals will
be provided with free internet access, but not without first asking them to fill out a
questionnaire form with which an analysis of their answers will take place in order to
understand their decisions and actions towards open WI-FI networks.

3. Related Work
A paper pursuing to study the behavior of college students and employees and the
increasing use of WI-FI networks as an alternative to wired ones states that students and
employees as well have benefited from WI-FI because they can use it as a means to
extend the college network to accommodate their needs. This new wireless scenario
presents a challenge due to the nature of the devices that can be added to the network, on
wired networks, security devices are placed on the edge of the network and the extension
of the network (the wireless part) does not benefit from these measures. Another aspect to
take into consideration is the fact that mobile devices can be used on and off campus
which can present a means to compromise the state of the wireless ecosystem [4].

The approach in order to capture the information about the behavior of both, the
students and employees was achieved by setting up scanners in different sections of the
networks to monitor their activities. As in contrast to the methodology proposed on this
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project which is based on a non intrusive way, a consented monitoring to capture
information was possible due to the fact that the study took place on university grounds.

On the same context of the paper commented above another study about user behavior
while using WI-FI took place in which individuals attending a technological conference
where assessed based on their usage while connected to a wireless network. The users
activities where monitored with the consent of the conference organizers so that traces of
traffic could be captured and results could be drawn from these traces [5]. Basically they
were interested in analyzing how users actions impacted the network, taking into
consideration traffic load, user mobility, applications used by users and other factors.

The methodology employed by the authors contrast with the one proposed in this project
in the manner of how behavior information was captured and interpreted, the capture of
the behavior information was done by monitoring user activity on the network, so in a
sense there is no idea about behavior per se, instead there are conclusions based on
actions. And also the project methodology proved to be ethically accepted because in no
way examines user activity.

Another approach to what I seek with this project is the one found in a paper that
established two hypotheses in order to evaluate individuals trust on WI-FI Hotspots. They
stated that users feel more secure to connect to a hotspot which contains images of the
location where they are located, and they also stated that users feel less comfortable
connecting to hotspots that contained images no related to their location, they called these
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two ideas: Locative and Anti-locative [6]. After doing some testing with a hotspot
scenario their results supported the Anti-locative hypotheses, in which users are less
likely to trust hotspots that use images not related to their location. And it failed to
support the Locative one.

The methodology described in the paragraph above proves to work by only assessing
trust as the factor to research on, unlike what is wanted with this project, to be able to
capture behavior of the user based on different aspects such as WI-FI technology
awareness and others.

Another study about individuals understanding of WI-FI was done by running a three
stage experiment in which the individuals are assessed on how well they know and
understand WI-FI technology, what are their concerns regarding WI-FI and what
measures (if any) they take in order to combat perceive threats [7]. The experiment
started by doing an in-person session from which a profile from the individual could be
put together. The second step was to send the individuals out to WI-FI networks and
monitor their actions with an application loaded to their computers, also questionnaires
about their experience were set up to pop up in order to collect information. And at last
on the third section of the experiment the individuals where subject to another in-person
session in which interrogatives about security were discussed and also some of the same
exercises from the first in-person session were repeated in order to see if the individuals
point of view had change. At the end the result showed that individuals were most
worried at hackers taking over their systems and also that they were not particularly
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worried about the security of their wireless transmissions.

The commented study presents a methodology which like the one proposed and utilized
throughout the development of this project aims to assess individuals on their knowledge
of WI-FI technology, and if also they take security into consideration. I consider this
paper methodology not to fit the needs of my project given the fact that controlled
sessions of information gathering were carried out in which individuals were subject to
questioning. The project information gathering process needed to capture the individuals
information without disturbing their normal interactions when dealing with open and
unknown WI-FI networks.

The goal of this project is to assess users behavior toward open and unknown WI-FI
networks and this is wanted in order to understand how much knowledge does a user
employs before joining one of this networks. Knowledge on security threats is one of the
points researched. As an example security one of the dangers to which unwary users can
be exposed is called Fingerprinting, which consists on identifying the individual by
determining information that is just particular of the individual. The information can be
used later on to track individuals movement and determine his current location. Efforts
have been taken to prevent these actions by employing cover up names or pseudonyms
which could prove to mislead anyone trying to perform Fingerprinting, but it was
discovered that user activity within WI-FI networks lefts behind traces that can be used to
identify the user [8]. Besides Fingerprinting, many more risks and threats await for
common or unwary individuals when dealing with open and unknown WI-FI networks.

7

4. Creating the mobile configuration
4.1 Required elements
4.1.1 Internet access
In order to pose as WI-FI hotspot I needed to provide reliable and real access to the
Internet, also taking into account that my configuration needed to be mobile I decided to
use a 3G wireless broadband device that allows me both, a fast Internet connection which
could be shared among the users and mobility which comes very handy when visiting
different locations. I took into consideration the fact that the device was as small as
possible because the whole thing needed to fit my laptop backpack, and as a requirement
it needed to provide connection through an USB port since the LAN interface of the
laptop computer would be used for other purposes.

4.1.2 WI-FI router used as an access point
To provide the access to my hotspot configuration I decided to use my home WI-FI
router, a Linksys WRK54G, which could be easily configured to suit my needs. To make
it work as an access point I just needed to connect my laptop (which hosted the hotspot)
to one of its Ethernet switch ports.

4.1.3 Laptop computer
Well taking into consideration that everything needed to be as mobile and manageable
as possible I decided to use a laptop computer on which I installed and configured all the
components that make up the hotspot. For my project I decided to use freeware and open
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source licensed applications and components that assured me hassle free usability and
anti piracy compliance.

When looking for components that could make up the hotspot I came to the conclusion
that the best way to go was with Linux based components which easily accommodated to
the selected license criteria. The laptop selected is my personal system packaged with
Windows Vista, I installed VMware Server 2.0 on this system and I installed Suse Linux
10.3 as a virtual machine on the VMware environment. This was quite interesting taking
into consideration I was not VMware or Linux savvy.

4.1.4 Hotspot components
In order to deploy my hotspot I first needed to understand what were the components
which make them work and how their interaction resulted in what we all know as an
Internet hotspot. From the Wireless Hotspot Deployment guide I could identify the
following: Mobile Station, Access Points, Switches, Web Server, AuthorizationAuthentication-Accounting Server, High Speed Internet Connection, Internet Service
Provider and a Wireless ISP [9]. After reviewing what was needed I conducted a research
for already available components, I used mainly web searches which provided me with a
lot of options to pursue, and I ended up choosing the Wifidog Project. The Wifidog
Project is in fact a captive portal solution which acts as the heart of the hotspot
configuration [10], it provided me with a Gateway to contain and redirect users to the
Internet and an Authentication Server to manage user requests for Internet access.
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The installation process of the Authentication Server and Gateway will be presented in
Appendix A. It is good to add that the Wifidog Project could be also installed in a
distributed manner separating the components on different systems or both components
in the same box as it was the case for this project. Also it could be installed in several
other devices such as a Linksys WRT54G WI-FI router, other distributions of Linux and
in the case of the Authentication Server on a Windows box.

4.1.5 Survey like application
Because my project consists in assessing individuals behavior towards open WI-FI
networks I needed a way in which I could gather information that would help me on the
behavior analysis. A survey seemed the way to go because I could exchange Internet
access for information and that felt like a fair trade. I decided to use LimeSurvey [11]
which as well as other applications used is an open source free to use project and allowed
me to create the questionnaire I used in order to gather the individuals information.
LimeSurvey runs on Apache Web Server, PHP5 and PostgreSQL and all these were also
requirements for the Wifidog components so it fitted quite well into my deployment.

4.2 Putting the elements together
4.2.1 Laptop computer
After having selected the required elements I proceeded to develop my configuration
topology. I started by installing VMware Server 2 which provided me the capability of
running the virtual machine needed to host the hotspot components and survey system,
this virtual machine is the heart of the mobile configuration.
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4.2.2 VMware Server 2
On VMware server 2 I proceeded to create a virtual machine with Suse Linux 10.3, this
virtual machine was configured with two network interfaces, the first to access the
Internet through the host computer in order to be able to distribute it into the hotspot and
the second to receive the hotspot access requests and this one was configured to be
bridged with the LAN interface of the laptop computer. The bridge was done in order to
make the hotspot network visible from outside the laptop computer.

4.2.3 Suse Linux 10.3
On Suse Linux 10.3 I installed the Wifidog Project, which is composed of an
Authentication Server and a Gateway. In order to have the latter mentioned properly
installed and functional the subsequent actions were taken:
•

Installation of the following: Apache Web Server 2, PHP5, PostgreSQL8.4.2

•

Configuration of Suse Linux 10.3 as a router

Also the Linux box was used to host the questionnaire creation application called
LimeSurvey.

4.2.3.1 Integration of Wifidog and LimeSurvey
Wifidog hotspot system contains the functionality of Captive Portal which detects users
access requests a redirects them to Login portal in which they are asked for credentials in
order to get access to the Internet. Having the advantage of a single common point
11

through which all users have to go by I decided to put out the questionnaire on the Login
portal. I did this by adding a piece of html code which creates a frame on the Login portal
with the local URL of the LimeSurvey questionnaire. This can be seen in Appendix B.

4.2.4 Internet access
I plugged the wireless 3G Internet device to the laptop computer via an USB interface
and I assured myself that the Suse Linux 10.3 virtual machine had access to the Internet.

4.2.5 WI-FI router as an access point
To make the WI-FI router work as an access point I had to do the following:
•

Disable its DHCP Server

•

Get rid of any login security mechanisms

•

Set the SSID to “Free Internet” ( to lure users to my hotspot)

After completing those steps I preceded to connect the LAN interface of the laptop
computer to one of the WI-FI router LAN ports. Also during this step I had to validate
that the IP address assigned to the LAN interface of the laptop computer corresponded to
the hotspot network which I had previously bridged out.

After having configured and set up together the different elements of the mobile
configuration I continued to test the hotspot environment in order to make sure it
functioned as a hotspot.
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4.3 Mobile configuration topology

Figure 1: Mobile configuration topology

The diagram below depicts the result of putting the cited elements together in order to
recreate a hotspot configuration, but in this case I added the mobility factor which was
enabled by the 3G wireless broadband device. There are several mores ways I could have
prepared the mobile configuration but the selected design proved to be enough for my
needs. In Appendix C you can find pictures of the deployed real thing.
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5. Individuals behavior assessment
5.1 Information gathering
5.1.1 How was it conceptualized
Because I wanted to analyze behavior I needed a way to interact with the individuals, so
the first idea that came into my mind was to ask the individuals how they felt towards
open and unknown WI-FI networks. In order to do so I concluded that a survey or
questionnaire was the way to go, but then I realized that going around and asking
questions may not be a good approach since there could be a possibility that survey
participants may not be WI-FI hotspots users and that translates into waste of time and
effort, and if so I had to restart the survey with another individual and so on. The latter
being said drove me to take a more practical approach and at the same time more aligned
with the project topic. I decided to grant Internet access to individuals as a trade off for
them answering my survey, this new angle to the information collection situation proved
not to be intrusive and also not so time consuming (or boring) for the individuals and for
myself.

Due to the mentioned I decided that my mobile configuration needed to include a survey
through which I would successfully collect individuals ideas regarding open and
unknown WI-FI networks. For the case of this project I created an English written
questionnaire for presentation purposes and also I had to translate it to Spanish since that
is the language spoken in my country, the Dominican Republic .Survey questionnaire
available in Appendix D.
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5.1.2 Actual gathering operation
To obtain the information I needed, I decided to trade off Internet access for answers of
a survey that is presented to the individuals when they try to log in the hotspot. When the
individuals complete the survey they will be prompted with user name and password
which will allow them access. After they have successfully log in the gathering operation
is considered to be completed.

To achieve individuals interaction with my mobile configuration I visited locations
which I believed contained the greatest number of individuals looking for Internet access.
The selected locations were visited from Monday to Friday and the visits had duration of
two or three hours. The mobile configuration deployment log can be found in Appendix
E.

5.1.3 Why to consider my methodology as ethically OK
The main interest of my project was to in a way have a glance about individuals
thoughts and actions when facing open and unknown WI-FI networks, and to do so
interaction with the individuals was unavoidable. There are numerous ways this could be
approached, like for example if I wanted to know how unwary individuals can be I could
have asked for personal information in order to grant Internet access, starting from
something not so delicate as an email address on to his name, age, sex or even his
national ID number. Another way to go was to give Internet access without asking
information or putting the individual through any hassle, this in order to monitor his
activities on the network once he is logged in. This practice could give us a clear idea
15

about individuals behavior but it could also expose individuals sensible information like
for example websites accounts information and even financial account information if
some banking or shopping is performed. As said before these two examples and some
other possible scenarios would have been a sure thing when it comes to the collection of
behavior information but a thing in common to all of them is poor ethical consideration.

To circumvent the ethical issues that some methodologies present and which would not
have helped me on the development of the project, first because RIT policies would not
allowed me to and secondly and last because it is wrong to do so. I decided to employ a
much individual personal information safer and friendlier approach in which I could
successfully gather what I needed to carry out my analysis. My approach was to preserve
the anonymity of the individual so he could feel safe when providing the answers to the
presented survey. This was done by just asking general but key questions about what I
wanted to understand from them. Also because I know individuals were not going to just
answer the questions because I said so I implemented the carrot and the horse
psychology, I offered free Internet access for their answers, this in order to motivate
them.

Although the selected methodology does not assures me 100% answer effectiveness due
to individuals that may find my survey annoying or not worthy I believe it was the best
way to go.
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5.2 Information analysis
To analyze my findings I decided to categorize the questions into three groups; Type A:
WI-FI awareness, Type B: General Security awareness and Type C: General sense. My
plan was to understand individuals motives and actions from those three perspectives.

6. Results
My original plan was to have a two week mobile deployment schedule since the dateline
for the project report was March 15th, but because a dateline extension was granted I had
two more weeks to continue the information gathering process. So, at the end out of
twenty four available week days to visit locations and deploy the mobile configuration I
was only able to make nine visits which resulted in eight successful deployments. The
previous mentioned as a result of joggling with life’s other responsibilities. Successful
connection information can be found in Appendix F.

6.1 Going through the results
Because only one individual got to answer my survey questionnaire I could not really
fulfill my goal of having an understanding of behavior regarding open WI-FI networks on
a broad outlook, so instead my results consisted on the information provided by this one
individual. Answered survey questionnaire in Spanish can be found in Appendix G.
The answered survey questionnaire is presented below:
Questions Categories:
Type A.
Type B.
Type C.

WI-FI technology awareness (4)
General security awareness (4)
General sense (12)
17

1. Are you aware this is a free and public hotspot service? Yes C
2. On a scale of 1-5 how much trust do you have in free and public hotspot
services? 4 C
3. Are you aware that your actions may be monitored when you join a free
and public hotspot service? Yes C
4. Are you aware of the fact that WI-FI connections transmit information
through the air and anybody in close range to the connection can in fact
capture the transmitted information? Yes A
5. On a scale of 1-5 how much knowledge of WI-FI do you have? 3 A
6. On a scale of 1-5 how is your awareness regarding security issues of WIFI? 1 A
7. On a scale of 1-5 how often do you join a free and public hotspot service?
5C
8. Please state your needs (5) regarding your usage when you join a free and
public hotspot service. SCHOOL REGISTRATION, BANKING,
INFORMATION RESEARCH, EMAIL, CHAT. C
9. If a free and public hotspot service demands you to give up certain
information about yourself (email, phone number, age, sex, name, etc.),
are you willing to provide the information in order to gain access to the
service? No C
10. Have you had any bad experience when joining a free and public hotspot
service? No C
11. Do you think it is a fair trade off for the hotspot provider to ask for some
information in exchange for providing you with free internet access? No C
12. What was your first impression when trying to connect to the hotspot and
instead getting this questionnaire? IT WAS NOT WORTH IT. C
13. Do you use WI-FI at home? No A
14. Mention the places (5) where you most commonly search for free and
open hotspot services. AIRPORT, SCHOOL, RESTAURANT,
NEIGHBORHOOD, PUBLIC PLACES. C
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15. Have you ever felt concerned about a hacker taking over your system
when you are connected to a free and public hotspot service? Yes B
16. Do you think you could be able to distinguish a safe from an unsecure WIFI network? No B
17. If the WI-FI network you are trying to get access has a familiar word on
its name like for example a telephone company brand, would you feel
safer when joining that service? Yes B
18. Have you accessed residential WI-FI networks without the consent of its
owner just because the network happened to be opened? No B
19. Would you buy connection time for the hotspot if it was required for you
to get access, this taking into consideration you are not familiar with the
particular service? No C
20. Do you think you will be more careful after having this questionnaire
when it comes to joining free and public hotspots? Yes C

WI-FI Technology awareness: From the responses I was able to determine that the
individual has some understanding about what WI-FI technology is and how does it
operate, but without acknowledging security implications or considerations the
technology deals with. General Security awareness: Although WI-FI security is not a
concern for the individual he showed signs of being cautious (On a non technical level)
when deciding to join a strange network and he is aware of attacks possibilities on the
system he uses to join the network. General Sense: The individual uses free services on a
regular basis and he understands the fact that when accessing a free service his actions
may be monitored by the service provider. He shows a lot of trust on free services up to
the point in which he uses the service in order to do some Banking, which can be inferred
as poor judgment on behalf of the individual or lack of information regarding the risks
about exposing Banking credentials on a public network. Although being too trustful on
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the service he states that he is not willing to provide any kind of personal information in
order to receive a free service nor considers giving up some information is a fair trade for
accessing the service.

The individual showed with his responses some inconsistency when it comes to security
in general, he will not give up personal information but shows to much trust on public
services where his actions could be monitored. I believe this trust is a result of still not
being exposed to any threats or close calls when using free services.

7. Conclusion
Having an idea about what individuals think and what drives their actions when looking
for and accessing an open WI-FI service was the motive for this project, in a way I
wanted to put myself in the place of the individuals. In order to achieve this I needed to
collect information about the individuals from which I could draw conclusions and
understand their behavior. The mentioned information recollection needed to be done in a
non intrusive manner because it was crucial to deal with the individual in the wild as he
would normally behave when facing open and free WI-FI services.

The project goal was achieved by creating a mobile configuration which served as a WIFI hotspot to which the individuals had to connect in order to receive Internet access.
Once connected to the hotspot the individuals were required a login and password which
could only be acquired by answering a survey questionnaire which served as the
information recollection method. After recollecting the information I proceeded to
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analyze the information and draw the conclusions regarding the individuals behavior
towards free and open WI-FI networks. At the end the analysis was made using
information of just one individual, this in view of the fact that no one else connected to
the hotspot and having in mind that I needed to receive a good number of connections in
order to make conclusions that could be extrapolated to the real population of individuals
who access free and open WI-FI networks.

8. Opportunities
For the project I had to collect individuals information in a non intrusive manner which
at the same time needed to assure me success. For the collection method I decided to go
with a survey questionnaire and I had to ponder how was I going to present it to the
individuals, I could not just go up to them and have them answer it because as mentioned
before it needed to be non intrusive and natural to the individual. Taking this into
consideration I decided to integrate the survey questionnaire on to a mobile configuration
which hosted a WI-FI hotspot, with this I aimed to in a way oblige the individuals to
answer the survey questionnaire if they wanted to get Internet access. So due to the
mentioned it is clear that I needed to deploy the mobile configuration at locations where
the probability of connections was high.

The last sentence of the paragraph above sums up the part of the project in which big
opportunities where detected. For a future study on the project topic I would recommend
a more thorough evaluation of the possible locations at which individuals information is
going to be collected. I encountered myself in locations where power outlets were not
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available (the mobile configuration requires power), what automatically annuls a
collection session. Another encountered situation was locations on which the number of
potential individuals was so low that the mobile configuration did not even get
connections intents.

Continuing on I deployed the mobile configuration at some

locations that already had another free and open WI-FI hotspot which again worked
against the probabilities of mine receiving connections.

Aside from doing a better evaluation of locations another upgrade that will indeed
improve the usability of the mobile configuration is a battery pack or a source of power
which can be charged and carried around. This will certainly be a plus because that
translates into being able to deploy anywhere, like a fair or a temporal event. Also an
access point that supports range extension antennas would be useful because that way the
hotspot coverage area could be extended and so augmenting the possibility of
connections by been able to reach more individuals.

Regarding the utilized survey questionnaire it would not hurt to revise it and come up
with some more questions so that the information collected could be richer in context, but
without making the mistake of making the questionnaire longer, but rather exchange
questions as desired and seen appropriate.
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10. Appendices

10.1 Appendix A: INSTALLATION OF WIFIDOG ON openSuSE 10.3
From: http://dev.wifidog.org/wiki/doc/install/suse
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INSTALLATION OF WIFIDOG ON openSuSE 10.3
(VERY PRELIMINARY)
The installation of the authorization server and of the gateway is done in the same box. Below the
step by step installation procedures on openSuSE are given. The installation is very preliminary so
please verify and/or correct.
- Install openSuSE 10.3 with the full software (at least 7GB of space on hard disk are required).
- Update openSuSE 10.3.
INSTALLATION OF WIFIDOG AUTHORIZATION SERVER
- Install all php5 extensions.
- Install postgresql-server.
- Follow the instructions given in
http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/feature/595.html to start apache (start also the postgresql
server instead of mysql).
- Change directory to
cd /srv/www
- Download the authorization server with the command
svn checkout https://dev.wifidog.org/svn/trunk/wifidog-auth
- Change directory to
cd /etc/apache2
- Sustitute '/srv/www/wifidog-auth/wifidog' instead of '/srv/www/htdocs'
everywhere in default-server.conf
- Stop and start apache server again
- Open with your browser the local web page
http://localhost/install.php and follow the instructions.
While running with the php installation:
- to enter in postgresql execute the command
su – postgres
- after creating the database the indicated directories with username/groupname wwwrun/www
must be created and their ownership must be given with the following commands. With the x84-64
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openSuSE architecture the username/groupname is not indicated by the php installer (unknown
user, unknown group). Use the following commands with both x86 and x86-64 architectures:
su wwwrun
mkdir ‘indicated files’;
chown -R wwwrun ‘indicated files’
chgrp -R www `indicated files’
- in the last stages before connect to the database pg_hba.conf must be changed in
/var/lib/pgsql/data. So change directory to
cd /var/lib/pgsql/data
- Edit the pg_hba.conf substituting 'ident sameuser' with 'md5 samerole':
default settings:
local all all ident sameuser
host all all 127.0.0.1/32 ident sameuser
host all all ::1/128 ident sameuser
new settings:
local all all md5 samerole
host all all 127.0.0.1/32 md5 samerole
host all all ::1/128 md5 samerole
- stop and start postgresql server again
- WARNING: in order to connect to the database directly with the command ‘su – postrges’ after the
first installation reset again the old value and restart the postgresql server again. Restore 'md5
samerole' again before starting the auth server.
After the php installation ends verify that you redirected to the login of the wifidog auth page. After
the first login as admin:
- configure the authorization server.
- modify the localhost with an arbitrary local ip address like 192.168.0.1 which will be also inserted
in the following routing and gateway installation.
INSTALLATION OF WIFIDOG GATEWAY
- In a local directory ex. /root download the wifidog gateway software with
svn checkout https://dev.wifidog.org/svn/trunk/wifidog
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- Change directory to
cd /root/wifidog
- Install the gateway with
./autogen.sh
make
make install
- Connect the second wired network card and configure it.
Follow the instruction to set up the SuSE 10 machine as a router given
in http://www.novell.com/coolsolutions/feature/16579.html
- Connect a second client computer to the server through the internal card of the server.
- Test if the connection to internet with a second computer through the server works.
- Create the /usr/local/etc directory
cp /root/wifidog/wifidog.conf /usr/local/etc/.
cp /root/wifidog/wifidog-msg.html /usr/local/etc/.
- Configure in wifidog.conf (to be linked to the auth server) the internal and external units according
to your hardware and server configuration. For example:
GatewayID default
ExternalInterface? eth0
GatewayInterface? eth2
AuthServer? {
Hostname 192.168.0.1
SSLAvailable no
SSLPort 443
HTTPPort 80
Path /
}
- 192.168.0.1 is the arbitrary ip address given to the internal card while setting the server as a
router. The address is also equivalent to the name given to the default virtual host of the
authorization server.
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- Restart the server
- Start the gateway with
wifidog -f -d 7
CONNECTION TO WIFIDOG THROUGH AN INTERNAL WIRELESS ROUTER
- Disconnect the internal ethernet cable from the client PC and connect it to a LAN input of an
internal wireless router or an access point.
- Configure the external router and the internal router, which will act as an access point, as
indicated in
http://www.dslreports.com/faq/11233
- Connect the client PC through the internal router and verify the forwarding to the wifidog login
page. - If you experience connection problems restart the network with the command:
/etc/init.d/network restart
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Figure 2: Wifidog authentication server installation
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10.2 Appendix B: Embedding LimeSurvey questionnaire on Wifidog
Login Portal
From: Author
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<?php
/* vim: set expandtab tabstop=4 shiftwidth=4 softtabstop=4: */
// +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
// | WiFiDog Authentication Server
|
// | =============================
|
// |
|
// | The WiFiDog Authentication Server is part of the WiFiDog captive |
// | portal suite.
|
// +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
// | PHP version 5 required.
|
// +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
// | Homepage: http://www.wifidog.org/
|
// | Source Forge: http://sourceforge.net/projects/wifidog/
|
// +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
// | This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or |
// | modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as |
// | published by the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of |
// | the License, or (at your option) any later version.
|
// |
|
// | This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, |
// | but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of |
// | MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
// | GNU General Public License for more details.
|
// |
|
// | You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License |
// | along with this program; if not, contact:
|
// |
|
// | Free Software Foundation
Voice: +1-617-542-5942
|
// | 59 Temple Place - Suite 330
Fax: +1-617-542-2652
|
// | Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA
gnu@gnu.org
|
// |
|
// +-------------------------------------------------------------------+
/**
* Login page
*
* The login page will both display the login page, and process login and logout
* request.
*
* Hotspots redirect newly active PCs to this page with this url:
* Refering to the wifidog.conf installed on the hotspot:
*
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|

*
{PROTOCOL}://{HOSTNAME}:{PORT}{PATH}login?gw_address=A&gw_port=P&g
w_id=I&url=URL
*
* PROTOCOL, HOSTNAME, PORT and PATH refer to the settings for the hotspot's
* currently selected authserver.
* PROTOCOL http or https if SSLAvailable is yes for the hotspot's current authserver
* HOSTNAME Hostname of the current authserver
* PORT is HTTPPort or SSLPort of the current authserver
* PATH is the Path of the current authserver. PATH starts and ends with a /
*
* gw_address is GatewayAddress from the config file
* gw_port is GatewayPort
* gw_id is GatewayID
* url is the original url requested but redirected here by the hotspot wifidog
*
*
http://auth.wirelesstoronto.ca:80/login?gw_address=207.50.119.2&gw_port=2060&gw_i
d=215&url=http://hotmail.com
*
* @package WiFiDogAuthServer
* @author Benoit Grégoire <bock@step.polymtl.ca>
* @author Max Horváth <max.horvath@freenet.de>
* @copyright 2004-2007 Benoit Grégoire, Technologies Coeus inc.
* @copyright 2006 Max Horváth, Horvath Web Consulting
* @version Subversion $Id: index.php 1440 2010-01-28 17:06:14Z gbastien $
* @link
http://www.wifidog.org/
*/
/**
* Load required files
*/
require_once('../include/common.php');
require_once('classes/Security.php');
require_once('classes/Node.php');
require_once('classes/User.php');
require_once('classes/Network.php');
require_once('classes/Authenticator.php');
require_once('classes/MainUI.php');
$smarty = SmartyWifidog::getObject();
$session = Session::getObject();
$db = AbstractDb::getObject();
// Init values
$username = null;
$password = null;
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$gw_address = null;
$gw_port = null;
$gw_id = null;
$mac = null;
$logout = null;
/*
* General request parameter processing section
*/

if (isset($_REQUEST["gw_address"])) {
$gw_address = $_REQUEST['gw_address'];
$session->set(SESS_GW_ADDRESS_VAR, $_REQUEST['gw_address']);
}
if (isset($_REQUEST["gw_port"])) {
$gw_port = $_REQUEST['gw_port'];
$session->set(SESS_GW_PORT_VAR, $_REQUEST['gw_port']);
}
if (isset($_REQUEST["gw_id"])) {
$gw_id = $_REQUEST['gw_id'];
$session->set(SESS_GW_ID_VAR, $_REQUEST['gw_id']);
}
if (isset($_REQUEST["logout"])) {
$logout = $_REQUEST['logout'];
}
if (isset($_REQUEST["form_signup"])) {
MainUI::redirect(BASE_URL_PATH . "signup.php");
exit;
}
if (isset($_REQUEST["mac"])) {
$session->set(SESS_USER_MAC_VAR, $_REQUEST['mac']);
$mac = $_REQUEST['mac'];
}

/*
* Store original URL typed by user
*/
if (!empty($_REQUEST['url'])) {
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$session->set(SESS_ORIGINAL_URL_VAR, $_REQUEST['url']);
}
/*
* Start general request parameter processing section
*/
if (!empty($gw_id)) {
try {
$node = Node::getObjectByGatewayId($gw_id);
}
catch (Exception $e) {
$returnedNodeIsNew = false;
$node = Node::processStealOrCreateNewUI($gw_id, $returnedNodeIsNew);
if(!$node){
$ui = MainUI::getObject();
$ui->addContent('main_area_middle', '<p class=errormsg>'.$e>getMessage()."</p>\n", 1);
$stealNodeForm=null;
$stealNodeForm.="<form action='' method='POST'>\n";
$stealNodeForm.=Node::getStealOrCreateNewUI($gw_id);
$stealNodeForm.="</form>\n";
$ui->addContent('main_area_middle',$stealNodeForm,2);
$ui->display();
exit;
}
else {
if($returnedNodeIsNew) {
$url =
BASE_URL_PATH."admin/generic_object_admin.php?object_class=Node&action=edit
&object_id=".$node->getId();
header("Location: {$url}");
exit;
}
}
}
if($node)
{
$session->set(SESS_NODE_ID_VAR, $node->getId());
}
$network = $node->getNetwork();
} else {
// Gateway ID is not set ... virtual login
$network = Network::getCurrentNetwork();
$node = null;
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}
/**
* Start login process section.
*
* If successfull, the browser is redirected to another page
*/
/*
* If this is a splash-only node, skip the login interface and log-in using
* the splash_only user
*/
if (!empty($node) && $node->isSplashOnly()) {
if (!empty($gw_address) && !empty($gw_port)) {
// Login from a gateway, redirect to the gateway to activate the token
$user = $network->getSplashOnlyUser();
$token = $user->generateConnectionToken($mac);
User::setCurrentUser($user);
header("Location: http://" . $gw_address . ":" . $gw_port . "/wifidog/auth?token=" .
$token);
} else {
// Virtual login, redirect to the auth server homepage
header("Location: " . BASE_SSL_PATH);
}
}
/*
* Normal login process
*/
if (!empty($_REQUEST["login_form_submit"])) {
// Init values
$errmsg = '';
$user = User::getCurrentUser();
if (!$user) {
//Normally, we already have a user logged-in (processed by process_login_out.php).
But we try again, if only to display the error
Authenticator::processLoginUI($errmsg);
}
//echo "DEBUG: user: "; echo $user->getUsername();
if ($user != null) {
if (!empty($gw_address) && !empty($gw_port)) {
// Login from a gateway, redirect to the gateway to activate the token
$token = $user->generateConnectionToken($mac);
if(!$token)
{
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throw new exception(sprintf(_("Unable to generate token for user %s"),$user>getUsername()));
}
else
{
header("Location: http://" . $gw_address . ":" . $gw_port .
"/wifidog/auth?token=" . $token);
}
} else {
// Virtual login, redirect to the auth server homepage
header("Location: " . BASE_SSL_PATH);
}
exit;
}
}
/*
* Start logout process section
*
* Once logged out, we display the login page
*/
if ((!empty($logout) && $logout) && ($user = User::getCurrentUser()) != null &&
!$user->isSplashOnlyUser()) {
$network->getAuthenticator()->logout();
}
/**
* Start login interface section
*/
/*
* Tool content
*/
// Set details about node
$smarty->assign('gw_address', $gw_address);
$smarty->assign('gw_port', $gw_port);
$smarty->assign('gw_id', $gw_id);
$smarty->assign('mac', $mac);
// Get the login form
$html = "";
$html .= "<form name='login_form' id='login_form'
action='".BASE_SSL_PATH."login/index.php' method='post'>\n";
$html .= "<input type='hidden' name='form_request' value='login'>\n";
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if ($gw_address != null)
$html .= "<input type='hidden' name='gw_address' value='{$gw_address}'>\n";
if ($gw_port != null)
$html .= "<input type='hidden' name='gw_port' value='{$gw_port}'>\n";
if ($gw_id != null)
$html .= "<input type='hidden' name='gw_id' value='{$gw_id}'>\n";
if ($mac != null)
$html .= "<input type='hidden' name='mac' value='{$mac}'>\n";
$html .= Authenticator::getLoginUI();
$html .= "</form>\n";
$html .= "<div id='login_help'>\n";
$html .= "<h1>"._("I'm having difficulties:")."</h1>\n";
$html .= "<ul>\n";
$html .= "<li><a href='".BASE_URL_PATH."lost_username.php'>"._("I Forgot my
username")."</a></li>\n";
$html .= "<li><a href='".BASE_URL_PATH."lost_password.php'>"._("I Forgot my
password")."</a></li>\n";
$html .= "<li><a href='".BASE_URL_PATH."resend_validation.php'>"._("Re-send the
validation email")."</a></li>\n";
$html .= "</ul>\n";
$html .= "</div>\n";
$ui = MainUI::getObject();
if($node) {
$ui->setTitle(sprintf(_("%s login page for %s"), $network->getName(), $node>getName()));
} else {
$ui->setTitle(_("Offsite login page"));
}
$ui->setPageName('login');
$ui->shrinkLeftArea();
if($node){
$name = $node->getName();
}
else {
$name = $network->getName();
}
$welcome_msg = sprintf("<span>%s</span> <em>%s</em>",_("Welcome to"), $name);
$ui->addContent('page_header', "<div class='welcome_msg'><div
class='welcome_msg_inner'>$welcome_msg</div></div>");
$ui->addContent('main_area_top', $html);
/*
* Main content (login form)
*/
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// Get all network content and node "login" content
// Get all the parent objects of the node
if ($node) {
$parents = HotspotGraph::getAllParents($node);
} else {
$parents = array($network->getHgeId());
}
$first = $db->escapeString(array_shift($parents));
$sql_from = "(SELECT content_id, display_area, display_order, subscribe_timestamp
FROM hotspot_graph_element_has_content
WHERE hotspot_graph_element_id='$first' AND
display_page='login')";
// Get the contents for all elements parents of and including the node, but exclude user
subscribed content if user is known
foreach($parents as $parentid) {
$parent_id = $db->escapeString($parentid);
$sql_from .= " UNION (SELECT content_id, display_area, display_order,
subscribe_timestamp
FROM hotspot_graph_element_has_content hgehc
WHERE hotspot_graph_element_id='$parent_id' AND
display_page='login')";
}
$sql = "SELECT * FROM ($sql_from) AS content_everywhere ORDER BY
display_area, display_order, subscribe_timestamp DESC";
$db->execSql($sql, $content_rows, false);
if ($content_rows) {
foreach ($content_rows as $content_row) {
$content = Content :: getObject($content_row['content_id']);
if ($content->isDisplayableAt($node)) {
$ui->addContent($content_row['display_area'], $content,
$content_row['display_order']);
}
}
}
$showMoreLink = false;

/*
* Render output
*/
$ui->display();
/*
* Local variables:
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* tab-width: 4
* c-basic-offset: 4
* c-hanging-comment-ender-p: nil
* End:
*/
?>

<html>
<center>
<div class='user_ui_main_content'><iframe width='700' height='500' frameborder='1'
src='http://192.168.0.1/limesurvey/index.php?sid=19835&lang=es'>Your browser does
not support IFrames.</iframe>
</div>
</center>
</html>
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10.3 Appendix C: Mobile configuration pictures
From: Author
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Figure 4: Mobile configuration picture depicting all components
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Figure 5: Mobile configuration picture as deployed at locations
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10.4 Appendix D: Survey questionnaire
From: Author
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Hotspot Questionnaire:
Questions Categories:
Type A.
Type B.
Type C.

WI-FI technology awareness
General security awareness
General sense

1. Are you aware this is a free and public hotspot service? Yes/No C
2. On a scale of 1-5 how much trust do you have in free and public hotspot services?
C
3. Are you aware that your actions may be monitored when you join a free and
public hotspot service? Yes/No C
4. Are you aware of the fact that WI-FI connections transmit information through
the air and anybody in close range to the connection can in fact capture the
transmitted information? Yes/No A
5. On a scale of 1-5 how much knowledge of WI-FI do you have? A
6. On a scale of 1-5 how is your awareness regarding security issues of WI-FI? A
7. On a scale of 1-5 how often do you join a free and public hotspot service? C
8. Please state your needs (5) regarding your usage when you join a free and public
hotspot service. C
9. If a free and public hotspot service demands you to give up certain information
about yourself (email, phone number, age, sex, name, etc.), are you willing to
provide the information in order to gain access to the service? Yes/No C
10. Have you had any bad experience when joining a free and public hotspot service?
Yes/No C
11. Do you think it is a fair trade off for the hotspot provider to ask for some
information in exchange for providing you with free internet access? Yes/No C
12. What was your first impression when trying to connect to the hotspot and instead
getting this questionnaire? C
13. Do you use WI-FI at home? Yes/No A
14. Mention the places (5) where you most commonly search for free and open
hotspot services. C
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15. Have you ever felt concerned about a hacker taking over your system when you
are connected to a free and public hotspot service? Yes/No B
16. Do you think you could be able to distinguish a safe from an unsecure WI-FI
network? Yes/No B
17. If the WI-FI network you are trying to get access has a familiar word on its name
like for example a telephone company brand, would you feel safer when joining
that service? Yes/No B
18. Have you accessed residential WI-FI networks without the consent of its owner
just because the network happened to be opened? Yes/No B
19. Would you buy connection time for the hotspot if it was required for you to get
access, this taking into consideration you are not familiar with the particular
service? Yes/No C
20. Do you think you will be more careful after having this questionnaire when it
comes to joining free and public hotspots? Yes/No C
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10.5 Appendix E: Mobile configuration deployment log
From: Author
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Week of 1-Mar-10
1-Mar-10

2-Mar-10

3-Mar-10

4-Mar-10

5-Mar-10

6-Mar-10

7-Mar-10

Activity: Mobile Activity: Mobile Activity: Mobile Activity: Mobile Activity: Mobile Activity: None
Configuration
Configuration
Configuration
Configuration
Configuration
Deployment
Deployment
Deployment
Deployment
Deployment
Location: n/a

Activity: None

Location:
Diamond Mall
Food Court,
Santo Domingo
(DR)

Period: n/a

Period: n/a

Results: n/a

Results: n/a

Remarks: n/a

Remarks: n/a

Location:
Diamond Mall
Food Court,
Santo Domingo
(DR)

Period:
6 pm to 9pm

Period:
6 pm to 9pm

Results:
0 connections

Results:
0 connections

Remarks:
1-Had problems
with deployment
2- Had to tune
the
configuration
3- Finish tuning
at 8:30 pm

Remarks:
1-Lack of
individuals
2-Location
proved to be a
bad choice

Location:
Acropolis Mall
Food Court and
Intec University
Library, Santo
Domingo (DR)
Period:
6 pm to 9pm
Results:
0 connections
Remarks:
1-Could not
deploy due to
Internet access
problems
2-Power outlets
location did not
proof to be
helpful

Location:
PUCMM
Cafeteria Area,
Santo Domingo
(DR)
Period:
6 pm to 8pm
Results:
0 connections
Remarks:
1-Could not
deploy due to
power issues
(no working
available power
outlets)

Location: Intec
University
Library, Santo
Domingo (DR)

Location: n/a

Period:
5 pm to 7pm
Results:
0 connections
Remarks:
1-Watched
some
connections
intents
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10.6 Appendix F: Successful connection information
From: Author
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Figure 6: Successful connection information
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Figure 7: Successful connection information
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10.7 Appendix G: Answered survey questionnaire (Spanish)
From: Author
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NUEVO REGISTRO
ID:
7
Completado:
Y
Dirección IP:
192.168.0.228
Estas consciente que vas a utilizar un servicio de acceso a Internet
gratis y público?
Sí
En una escala del 1-5 (siendo 5 el maximo nivel de confianza) que tanta
confianza tienes en los servicios de acceso a Internet gratis y
públicos?
4
Estas consciente de que tus actividades pueden ser monitoreadas cuando
usas un servicio de acceso a Internet gratis y público?
Sí
Estas consciente que en las conexiones de WI-FI tu información viaja a
través del aire y un tercero en con alcance de la señal pudiese
capturar dicha información?
Sí
En una escala del 1-5 (siendo 5 el maximo nivel de conocimiento) que
tanto conocimiento tienes acerca de la tecnología WI-FI?
3
En una escala del 1-5 (siendo 5 el maximo nivel de conocimiento) que
tanto sabes de los puntos de seguridad en redes WI-FI?
1
En una escala del 1-5 (siendo 5 el maximo nivel de frecuencia) que tan
frecuente utilizas los servicios gratis y públicos?
5
Favor indicar las (5) razones por la cuales utilizas servicios de
acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Razones]
MATRICULACION UNIVERSITARIA
Favor indicar las (5) razones por la cuales utilizas servicios de
acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Razones]
ACCESO A LOS BANCOS
Favor indicar las (5) razones por la cuales utilizas servicios de
acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Razones]
BUSQUEDA DE INFORMACION
Favor indicar las (5) razones por la cuales utilizas servicios de
acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Razones]
CORREO ELECTRONICO
Favor indicar las (5) razones por la cuales utilizas servicios de
acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Razones]
CHATEO
Si un proveedor de servicio de acceso a Internet gratis y público te
solicita información personal (email, número telefónico, edad, nombre,
sexo,etc.), estarías dispuesto a dar dicha información para poder
utilizar el servicio?
No
Has tenido alguna mala experiencia al utilizar servicios de acceso a
Internet gratis y públicos?
No
Consideras que es un buen intercambio el que un proveedor de servicio
de acceso a Internet gratis y público te solicita información para
dejarte utilizar el servicio?
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No
Utilizas WI-FI en tu hogar?
No
Cita los lugares (5) en los cuales es más común que busques servicios
de acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Lugares]
AEREOPUERTO
Cita los lugares (5) en los cuales es más común que busques servicios
de acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Lugares]
UNIVERSIDAD
Cita los lugares (5) en los cuales es más común que busques servicios
de acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Lugares]
RESTAURANTES
Cita los lugares (5) en los cuales es más común que busques servicios
de acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Lugares]
VECINDARIO
Cita los lugares (5) en los cuales es más común que busques servicios
de acceso a Internet gratis y públicos. [] [Lugares]
SITIOS PUBLICOS
Alguna vez te ha preocupado el hecho de que un hacker tome el control
de tu sistema al estar utilizando un servicio de acceso a Internet
gratis y público?
Sí
Crees que podrías distinguir una red WI-FI segura de otra insegura?
No
Si la red WI-FI a la cual te vas a conectar tiene palabras familiares
como por ejemplo una marca de compañía telefónica te sentirías mas
seguro de utilizar el servicio?
Sí
Haz utilizado redes WI-FI caseras sin autorización del dueño
simplemente porque notaste que la misma estaba abierta?
No
Pagarías por utilizar el servicio de acceso a Internet si no estas
familiarizado con el proveedor de dicho servicio, por ejemplo vas al
aeropuerto y por usar la red de lugar debes pagar 100 pesos?
No
Cuál fue tu primera impresión al tratar de utilizar este servicio y
encontrarte con un cuestionario?
QUE NO VALIA LA PENA
Consideras que serás más cuidadoso al utilizar servicios de acceso a
Internet gratis y públicos luego de haber llenado este cuestionario?
Sí
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